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Lad; a slender volume which, though well noticed from the start,
was only very gradually seen to be in a different class from the
other little volumes of verse then being praised by the reviewers.
In novels this is rather a between period. Earlier great
authors end in it. Stevenson, writing to the last, died in 1894.
Hardy's Tess of the Durbervilles (1891) and Jude the Obscure (1895)
were his last great works of fiction; and Meredith published his
latest novel in 1895. Their immediate successors were writers
like Zangwill and Gissing, powerful and original, but not on the
top level. The meteoric Rudyard Kipling poured out short
stories which are classics; but the novel, though he attempted it,
lay outside his genius. At the same time the differentiation be-
tween 'great* and 'popular5 novelists developed; and in the front
rank of the latter came two—Marie Corelli and Hall Caine—who,
while of no account with critical readers, obtained enormous
circulations. A novelist not easy to place exactly, whose chief
books appeared at this stage, is Mrs. Humphry Ward. She might
be termed, perhaps, a best-seller to the upper orders; whom she
deeply interested, from Gladstone and the Cecils down. She
described their mode of life with literal accuracy; and any one
curious to-day to know what members of the governing class
forty years ago looked like in their home surroundings, what the
round of their habits and amusements was, what they read and
what they talked about, may be referred to a novel like her
Marcdla as to a good photograph. No leading novelist of the
twentieth century had fully established himself in the nineteenth.
H. G. Wells came nearest to doing so, but his reputation then was
only that of a glorified Jules Verne; his wider powers were not
felt till after 1900.
Looking behind the books to tjie lines of thought, we shall find
that the one most immediately affecting national policy was
imperialism. W. E. Henley's editorship of the National Observer
(1888-93) exerted a strong literary influence here, but the
greatest was the work of Rudyard Kipling. The son of an Indian
government servant, he began his career as an Anglo-Indian
journalist, and his first volumes dealt almost entirely with life
in India and especially with that of the British army there. But
he soon travelled more widely, took the whole empire for his
province and made valuable contributions to the drawing-
together of Great Britain and what are now the Dominions.
Beneath his thinking—and never very far down—lay the old

